CARRIER RACK ASSEMBLY GUIDE
ATTENTION! Please ensure that the carrier rack installed properly and the bolts are tightened. Improper installation

can make your bike extremely unsafe and dangerous to use. Please see your dealer or a qualified bike shop for assistance.

INSTALLATION:

Adjusting holes

To install the rack remove the seat from the bike. The carrier rack
attaches to the seat by an 8mm locking bolt and a longer quick release
than the existing one comes with your bike. (Both supplied with the rack)
The tail light is great for your safety, especially at poor light and nights.
Insert the batteries while controlling their polarity. It has four modes.
The batteries last much longer on flashing modes. Always keep the
tail light clean and avoid direct exposure to water.

Clearance between the left brace and disc brake

ATTENTION!

There are two holes on each side of the carrier plates. These holes
are designed to accommodate different positions of the seat to prevent
the side braces from hitting the rear disc brake while the rear shock
functioning. Please make sure that there is enough clearance between
the left brace and the rear disc brake by using the proper choice of
these two holes. Failing to do so may result damaging your rear disc
brake and possible dangerous accident. If you normally ride your bike
with the seat at the back side of the seat rail, use the lower hole. (Fig 1)
If the seat stays at the front side of the seat rail, use the top hole. (Fig. 2)
You may not to install the side brace if you are not using panniers.
You also may use only the right brace if you use a single side pannier.

Fig. 1

WARNING!

Adjusting holes

Never use panniers without installing the carrier's braces. It simply
may result dangerous movement of the panniers into the spokes
and creates hazardous accident. Attach the braces securely using the
supplied hardware. The braces are angles slightly outward to avoid
touching the disc brake(Fig 3). For your safety make sure that the bolts
and all three quick releases are securely tightened before any ride.
Never carry bulky, heavy items or infants with your carrier rack. It can
result fatal accident. Always secure your cargo by using bungee cords.
Maximum recommended carrying load limit is: 25Lbs. (10kg)
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Clearance between the left brace and disc brake
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